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TO  MORE  IMPORTANT

CONCERNS  FOR  L IFE ,

OUR  L IFE .  (AS  IN  L IV ING

TOGETHER )

PLANTS.

LETS 

MOVE 

ON

And of course other important

house things as well. (But we

need to figure out why we killed

all those plants so fast. Or we

just suck at taking care of

things.)

Create a Plan.
Living together for real wont be easy. People are so different and usually have a different

way they like to live, or in better terms a different way to clean up or keep things clean.

(even though I think we are pretty similar).. we should come up with a plan to keep

eachother in check: "did you water our plants?", "did you clean the cat box?", "did you

throw out the pho yet?". And don't get me wrong I think we might do a good job of it, but

maybe we can come up with a plan, or maybe im just being OCD and just like typing so

either way idc!  

OR, maybe we could even Split Cleaning Responsibilities— "Divvy it up, have a cleaning

party together, then celebrate a spotless home with a much-deserved glass of wine," says

thenest.com.  

(I am being a huge nerd right now, and yes, I did research, because why not?)

I LIKE(D)  
YOUR 

PLANTS
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I AM WILLING TO GET RID 
OF MY CLOTHES FOR YOU 
AND, WELL, ALL MY 
STUFF. 

PROS:

CONS:

I might be a little sad.

I have too much stuff

anyways.

you can help me get rid of all

my showy boob shirts, which

makes you feel better

then my clothes (what's left)

can fit in your closet

We should make a plan, a couple plans.. 

1. Clean, and I don't just mean vacuuming but

like cleaning out drawers and cupboards. A

thorough clean.  

2. Then make a list or go through stuff to

downsize(mostly me). Aka if we call it stuff, we

probably don't need it.  

3. Get a circle mirror

Downsizing is 
good, for  

               both of 
us. 

You will probably have to

deal with me frantically

looking for something and

have to be the barer of bad

news to say I threw it out

There might be crying involved.

Keep reading for ideas on what I want to keep..



AFTER  THROWING  AWAY ,  A  LIST  OF  THINGS  I

AM  THINKING  OF  BRINGING ,  MAYBE

DOWNSIZING . .  

CLOSET 
TO TRASH

(A WAY FOR YOU TO GET AN IDEA AND SAY NO)

We all have that one

Hollister shirt we have

somehow managed to keep

since we were 15 years old,

probably because it hasn't

literally fallen apart in the

washing machine, or

maybe because I am just

so close to being 15, seven

years ago..... okay to the

point, I need to downsize, I

get it. 

So, you guessed it, lets make another plan.

You might be saying whats with all these

plans? But honestly it's just kinda funny to

type. But all jokes a side, I (maybe we, idk)

should downsize, but mostly me 

Black chest- we can put shoes in it 

kitchen mixer

I love my food processor, its white

Anthropologie plates

Anthropologie tea cups? (please?)

Idk I have nice clear mixing bowls

This is hard because I am scared

I have a nice wood lazy suzan 

My (wooden framed) window mirrow

would look good under your pots

Blankets

My fun party glasses

Wine glasses? 

My cool glass coffee pour over?

My yellow chairs, but I don't need them

because like where would we put them. 

Rolling pin

Popcorn maker? but I know you're going to

say we don't need it

My tea kettle, bc boiling water out of a pot

isn't as cool

If you would like to do the two carpet thing I

have one (I think) is nice....

I'm sitting in your kitchen looking around and

theres really no room for anything so idk

my polka dot pillows? (no?)

Henley

Maybe some nicknacks, books? idk I tbh dont

have much I "need" 

 How do we make a plan about getting rid 
of clothes? Not sure. But I would seriously 

like your input on what you think I shouldn't 
keep, or don't need. We can make a day 
out of it, but not Sundays, Thats our day.
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W E  B O T H

K N O W  H O W

T O C O O K  
& W E
C O O K
W E L L

Plus, We can cook together! I love our times

cooking together. Cooking with you just makes it

easier and more fun, and don't get me started

on the glorious feeling of having someone to do

the dishes with as well. This is the reason love

was invented, to help with cleaning of course.

JK

SAVE MONEY
AND WE WILL

Whaaaat? Yes. It's         

Date night?? Date night is now Netflix and homemade food, and that's often more

romantic than any three-star Michelin restaurant. Who needs a man named

Jacques serving you dead snails when you could be binge-eating homemade

spaghetti in our PJS? (Although, we really outta leave the house some time, right?)

Something to 
remember:

We will not always be

making extravagant

meals that are

restaurant worthy. But

maybe to spice things

up every once in a while

around month 5 and up,

we can make Sundays

or one/two days out of

the week to make

something fun and extra

special. 

TRUE

I M A          EG I N Waking up in the morning smelling that

smell of fresh bacon, mmn I'm drooling

imagining the thought of you cooking me

bacon. JK But it will be so great I can

bake you random bread loafs of love



4Whats 
mine is 
yours, 
baby

Again, moving together is going to not be super "easy peasy lemon

squeezy". It has to take patience, understanding, and plans, jk but

maybe. I think this is going to be one of the hardest things for me,

understanding things would be in a way "mine" too if I moved in, but

still not really mine. But I always 100% want you to tell me rules you

have or help me understand along the way things you like in certain

places or do not enter places... (even though its a pretty open house)

So, because we are going to get living together sharing spaces, that

same jar of peanutbutter and the role of toilet paper. Do you think we

should plan to work it out? To either split groceries, take turns, or

work it out somehow or even just let it happen and figure it out. I just

think money issues and not being fair in situations like this is just like

when you get too much peanut butter all over your hands;                 

The Fridge Issue.

STICKY.


